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Discount Word Problems

Sheet 3

1) Miley purchases books worth S 90 at a clearance sale, but she pays only S 72 .

Find the discount percent.

2) Betty and her friends had lunch at a cafe. The bill is S185, and Betty decides to

tip the waiter 18%. How much would she tip the waiter?
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but pays only S168. What is the discount amount?
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5) An electronics store has a special '45% off' section, and Mrs. Wallace picks a

laser projector whose marked price is S1,205 from there. Find the discount.
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Answer Key

Name :

Discount Word Problems

Sheet 3

1) Miley purchases books worth S 90 at a clearance sale, but she pays only S 72 .

Find the discount percent.

20%
2) Betty and her friends had lunch at a cafe. The bill is S185, and Betty decides to

tip the waiter 18%. How much would she tip the waiter?

PREVIEW

S33.30

3) The price of a used motorbike
is S4,975
a professional rider, buys the
Gain complete
access. Danny,
to the largest

motorbike for S3,781
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but pays only S168. What is the discount amount?
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S34
5) An electronics store has a special '45% off' section, and Mrs. Wallace picks a

laser projector whose marked price is S1,205 from there. Find the discount.

S542.25
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